
Farm girl : a Wisconsin memoir 
by Beuna Coburn Carlson 

"When Bunny Coburn was growing up, neighbors came together in
times of hardship. No matter the trouble, they faced it with
determination, camaraderie, and resourcefulness. In the midst of the
Great Depression, despite record-breaking heat and crop failure,
growing up on the family farm was nevertheless filled with bucolic
pleasures"

The room where it happened : a White House
memoir 
by John R. Bolton 

The former National Security Advisor to President Donald Trump offers
an inside look at the administration. 250,000 first printing.
Illustrations.

The splendid and the vile : a saga of Churchill,
family, and defiance during the blitz 
by Erik Larson 

The best-selling author of Dead Wake draws on personal diaries,
archival documents and declassified intelligence in a portrait of
Winston Churchill that explores his day-to-day experiences during the
Blitz and his role in uniting England. Maps.
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Too much and never enough : how my family
created the world's most dangerous man 
by Mary L. Trump 

"In this revelatory, authoritative portrait of Donald J. Trump and the
toxic family that made him, Mary L. Trump, a trained clinical
psychologist and Donald's only niece, shines a bright light on the dark
history of their family in order to explain how her uncle became the
man who now threatens the world's health, economic security, and
social fabric"--Provided by publisher

Hiding in plain sight : the invention of Donald
Trump and the erosion of America 
by Sarah Kendzior 

From a New York Times best-selling author comes a bitingly honest
examination of the erosion of American liberty and the calculated rise
to power of Donald Trump.

Countdown 1945 : the extraordinary story of
the atomic bomb and the 116 days that
changed the world 
by Chris Wallace 

A Fox News Sunday anchor and a Pulitzer Prize-winning AP
investigative journalist present a behind-the-scenes account of the
secret meetings, global events, leadership decisions and civilian
realities that led to the Hiroshima bombing. 500,000 first printing.
Illustrations.

The Beauty in Breaking : A Memoir 
by Michele Harper 

A female, African American ER physician describes how her own life
and encounters with her patients led her to realize that every human
is broken and recognizing that and moving towards a place of healing
can bring peace and happiness.
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The Deportation Machine : America's Long
History of Expelling Immigrants 
by Adam Goodman 

Book Annotation

Crewel Embroidery : 7 Enchanting Designs
Inspired by Fairy Tales 
by Tatiana Popova 

Book Annotation

Quilting on the go... : English paper piecing 
by Sharon Burgess 

Walks through the steps of English paper piecing, and provides step-
by-step instructions for projects that utilize these techniques

Flossie Teacakes' guide to English paper
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piecing : exploring the fussy-cut world of
precision patchwork 
by Florence Knapp 

Book Annotation

The Kew Book of Embroidered Flowers 
by Trish Burr 

Book Annotation

Constructing and Covering Boxes : The Art and
Craft of Box Making 
by Tom Hollander 

Book Annotation

Embroidered Boxes : Techniques, Projects &
Pure Inspiration 
by Heather Lewis 

Book Annotation
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